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a boustrophedonous language which was sheer Pelasgian
to me.
There has been much controversy about the aesthetics
of Sir Arthur Evans' work of restoration. I found myself
unable to come to any conclusion about itj I accepted it
as a fact. However Knossus may have looked in the past,
however it may look in the future, this one which Evans
has created is the only one I shall ever know. I am grate-
ful to him for what he did, grateful that he had made it
possible for me to descend the grand staircase, to sit on
that marvellous throne chair the replica of which .at the
Hague Peace Tribunal is now almost as much of a relic of
the past as the original.'
Knossus in all its manifestations suggests the splendor
and sanity and opulence of a powerful and peaceful peo-
ple. It .is gay—gay, healthful, sanitary, salubrious. The
common people played a great role, that is evident It has
been said that throughout its long history every form of
government known to man was tested out j in many ways
it is far closer in spirit to modern times, to the twentieth
century, I might say, than other later epochs of the Hel-
lenic world. One feels the influence of Egypt, the homely
human immediacy of the Etruscan world, the wise, com-
munal organizing spirit of Inca days. I do not pretend to
know, but I felt, as I have seldom felt before the ruins
of the, past, that here throughout long centuries there
reigned an era of peace. There is something down to
earth about Knossus, the sort of atmosphere which is
evoked when one says Chinese or French. The religious
note seems to be graciously diminished} women played
an important, equal role in the affairs of this people 3 a
spirit of play is markedly noticeable. In short, the pre-
vailing note is one of joy. One feels that man lived to
live, that he was not plagued by thoughts of a life beyond,

